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Welcome to the latest edition of the Counter 

Fraud Newsletter. The newsletter is designed   

prevent and deter fraud by raising awareness 

and drawing your attention to emerging frauds 

and scams during the Covid-19 Pandemic. 

This edition includes emerging frauds relating 

to the Covid-19 vaccine and the continual        

increase of cyber fraud opportunists at this 

busy time. 

It is important that we all continue to be         

compliant with organisational policies, systems 

and processes as staff may be challenged for 

non  adherence.  

 

 

 

If you have a suspicion of fraud or corruption 

taking place within your workplace you have 

three for reporting 

Option 1: Call Eleni Gill, Local Counter Fraud 

Manager, directly on 07827 308906 

by email: eleni.gill@wmas.nhs.uk  

Option 2: The Fraud & Corruption National 

Reporting Line is a free phone number where 

you can report suspicions anonymously in re-

lation to any area of the NHS. The number for 

this service is 0800 028 40 60 

Option 3: Contact the Chief Finance Officer 

     HOW TO REPORT  
  SUSPICIONS OF FRAUD 



 

 

The private purchase of COVID-19 vaccines  

The NHSCFA have issued a Fraud Prevention Notice relating to the private pur-
chase of COVID-19 vaccines.  An attempt was made to privately purchase a    
supply of vaccine from various GP practices by a company.  In consideration of 
the imminent expansion of the Governments vaccination programme, all staff 
need to be alerted about the possibility of being approached by companies or in-
dividuals with a request to purchase vaccine. 

 Could you please cascade this information to relevant colleagues and primary 
care associates with a reminder to remain vigilant to any such requests and to report any attempt immediately.  Any 
attempt to purchase COVID-19 vaccines intended for eligible groups is a direct attack on valuable NHS resources and 
threatens the health and wellbeing of the population and we need to be aware of any emerging threats and mitigate 
the risks. 

Vaccine booking website criticised after ‘queue-jumping’ claims 

Sky News have reported that an online system for booking COVID vaccine appointments has been criticised after 

claims ineligible people have been using it to “queue-jump” and receive the jab. The website is being used by numer-

ous NHS Trusts to allow health and social care workers and over-70s to sign up for coronavirus vaccinations. However, 

links to the site’s booking platform intended for NHS and care workers have been posted on social media which has 

allowed those not yet eligible to book appointments. Read the full Sky News article here  

 

 

https://news.sky.com/story/covid-19-vaccine-booking-website-criticised-after-queue-jumping-claims-12193544


 

 

Fake NHS vaccine messages sent in banking fraud scam 

The BBC has reported that fraudsters are sending out bogus 
text messages about the coronavirus vaccine in an attempt to 
steal bank details. 

The scam informs the recipients that they are “eligible to ap-
ply for the vaccine” with a link to a bogus NHS website. That, 
in turn, asks for personal information and crucially bank de-
tails “for verification.” 

Read the full BBC article here  

Coronavirus vaccine scam warnings 

Action Fraud has warned the public to remain vigilant as 

criminals begin to take full advantage of the roll out of the COVID-19 vaccine to commit fraud. As of January 7 2021 

Action Fraud had received 57 reports in relation to the COVID-19 vaccine. Pauline Smith, head of Action Fraud, said: 

“The NHS will never ask you for details about your bank account or to pay for the vaccine. If you receive an email, text 

message or phone call purporting to be from the NHS and you are asked to provide financial details, this is a scam.” 

Read the full article here  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-55563748
https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/alert/coronavirus-vaccine-scams-warning


 

 

Cyber criminals know that the NHS is busy 

Attacks against the NHS continue, as online criminals seek to ex-
ploit patients, staff and health systems at a time of national crisis. 
Techniques seen recently have included bogus emails with links 
claiming to have important updates which, once clicked on, lead 
to devices being infected. Cyber criminals pose as people they’re 
not, such as staff within government organisations, banks and 
suppliers. Attacks also take place as phone calls. 

Although the National Cyber Security Centre has taken measures 
to automatically discover and remove malicious sites which push phishing and malware, the current 
level of attacks will have a more damaging impact since the NHS has less capacity to respond quickly to 
mitigate the damage. 

With the increasing stress on the NHS, especially those at the front line of the fight against Covid-19, 
there is an even greater imperative that existing protocols are adhered to. Any attempts to circumvent 
the normal rules and procedures could leave an organisation wide open to cyber criminals and others 
to take advantage and have a catastrophic effect. It is important that everyone is extra vigilant and in-
dividual users are aware that SPAM emails and scam phone calls are on the increase. 

Please see tips on how to stay safe on the next page ……. 



 

 

To avoid computer systems becoming infected or individuals and organisations compromised 
colleagues should: 

1. Be vigilant and suspicious – if something looks too good to be true it generally is. If an email comes 

from a colleague but doesn’t sound like them and isn’t formatted in the way they would write – be 

suspicious. Call your colleague to check. 

2. Never give out your own or anyone else’s passwords, bank details or other sensitive data. A legiti-

mate organisation will NEVER ask for this data via email (or telephone). If in any doubt don’t say   

anything and seek advice. It is best to be cautious.  

3. Check links in any password reset (or other) emails very carefully – check they are taking you to a le-

gitimate site. If in doubt, navigate to the site directly (without using the email link) and login directly. 

This is a common “phishing” technique.  

4. Don’t open attachments from anyone you don’t know or that are not from a trusted source.  

5. Don’t reply to spam or forward chain emails.  

6. Change your passwords regularly and do not use the same password for all accounts, both at home 

or at work.  

7. Do not unsubscribe from any unsolicited “spam” emails – this just confirms you are a real address.  



 

 

NHS scammed: Cyber-gang trick NHS into sending £1million to their bank accounts 

The Sun has recently reported that a cyber-gang has targeted the NHS, by contacting accounts staff and getting them 

to substitute their bank details for those of the real suppliers. Investigators stated that they have uncovered sophisti-

cated mandate fraud at one NHS body. activity was revealed in the annual accounts of the NHS Counter Fraud Au-

thority. Read the full article here    

Warning over coronavirus vaccine text message scam 

People are being warned not to fall for fake text messages that claim to be from the NHS offering the coronavirus 

Covid-19 vaccine. Health trusts and the Government’s National Cyber Security Centre have issued warnings about the 

text messages. The texts offers the vaccine, pretending to be from the NHS or your local doctor’s surgery, but are fake 

and the link it invites you to click takes you to a fraudulent website. NHS trusts and GP surgeries across the country 

have issued warnings about the scam, as well as advice on how to tell the difference between the scam texts and the 

genuine ones from GP practices that are beginning to offer the vaccine. Read the full article here      

CTSI warns of fraudulent phone calls targeting NHS employees 

The Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI) is warning NHS staff about a telephone-based scam seeking to gain 

their bank details. Towards the end of November, Scottish First Minister announced a one-off pro-rated payment of 

£500 for NHS staff and social care workers in Scotland. In December, health service workers in Scotland reported re-

ceiving calls from individuals claiming to be from the NHS asking for bank details to make the payment. The CTSI has 

warned that these calls are entirely fraudulent. Read the full article here  

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/13580156/cyber-crooks-con-nhs-1million-taxpayers-cash/
https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/warning-over-coronavirus-vaccine-text-4824326
https://thiis.co.uk/ctsi-warns-of-fraudulent-phone-calls-targeting-nhs-workers/


 

 

Man charged after administering fake COVID-19 vaccine, for £160, to an elderly woman in her home 

David Chambers was arrested on Wednesday 13 January 2021 and taken to Bishopgate police station. He was charged 

on Thursday 14 January with two counts of fraud by false representation, one count of common assault and two 

breaches of COVID regulations. Remember, the vaccine is free of charge and at no point will you be asked to pay. 

Read the full article here  

Pharmacist stuck off for defrauding the NHS of £76,475 by modifying scripts 

A pharmacist in Wales has been struck off the General Pharmaceutical Council’s register for committing fraud against 

the NHS, by claiming £76,475 from modifying over 1,500 prescriptions. The fraud, taking place at Talbot Pharmacy in 

Talbot Green, Wales, included claiming reimbursement for liquid medicines or dispersible tablets when in fact a 

cheaper alternative such as a tablet or capsule had been dispensed. The pharmacist was sentenced to 16 months in 

prison. Read the full article here  

Fraud risk warning: ‘I was desperate for a job’ 

A recent BBC article reported the story of Helen Barker, who during a difficult time in her life was desperate for a job 

and fraudsters tried to take advantage. Ms Barker was looking for work within the care sector and she answered a job 

advert on a big recruitment website. She sent off an application form and other details, only to be informed that she 

needed to pay for a DBS check, ensuring she had no criminal convictions, as well as training. Ms Barker had already 

sent a copy of her passport but was now being hassled for her bank card details to pay. Ms Barker realised it was a 

scam and managed to avoid losing any money. Read the full BBC article here  

 

https://www.cityoflondon.police.uk/news/city-of-london/news/2021/january/pipcu/man-charged-after-administering-fake-covid-19-vaccine-for-160-to-an-elderly-woman-in-her-home/
https://www.chemistanddruggist.co.uk/news/pharmacist-sentenced-defrauding-nhs-76k-struck-register
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-55230784


 

 

LCFS Summary 

Remember:  I’m here to help protect the NHS from fraud and corrup-
tion, but I can’t do this alone, I can’t be everywhere, and I need your 
help. 
  
If you think something seems ‘suspicious’ and want to chat anything 
through, you can always email me on  eleni.gill@wmas.nhs.uk or call 
me on 07827 308906 and we can discuss your concerns.  If you would 
prefer, you can always raise your concerns via the NHS Fraud & Corrup-
tion Reporting Line on 0800 028 40 60 or your Chief Finance Officer 
who will pass your concerns on to me.  

Please don’t worry about raising your concerns, you will be protected 
by the Whistleblowing policy for all concerns raised in good faith, and 
no one will be disadvantaged if enquiries find that no wrongdoing has 
occurred.  It is better to report a concern that turns out to be nothing, 
than not say anything and a fraud is being perpetrated costing the NHS 
money and ultimately affecting the care we offer patients. 
  

 

Eleni Gill   

Local Counter Fraud Manager 


